
 

 
                   

                        
                        

                      
                     

                     
                      
                     
                        

                    
                     

         

 
                       

                     
             

 

             

         

     

     

     

Create cards, signs, letters, Poems, Drawings for patients that are isolated in the COVID-19 Unit at St. Vincent Hospital 
in Worcester. We have a SWIS parent that is a nurse at St. Vincent Hospital working in the COVID unit. She reached 
out to us with this great CSLP in the hopes of bringing some cheer and smiles to her patients. These patients are sick 

and alone in the hospital. They are not allowed to have any visitors while they are hospitalized. This caring nurse 
would love to deliver cards, signs, letters, poems, drawings, etc. to her patients to cheer them up, let them know others 

are thinking of them, decorate their rooms, and to encourage them to stay strong as they recover. The hospital staff 
also line the halls and cheer for the patients when they recover and are being discharged from the hospital. You can 
also create signs to decorate the hallways for the patients that are being discharged and finally sent home! There will 

be a plastic tote left at SWIS by door #16 (the door/exit to the right of the main entrance) to collect these items for 
delivery to St. Vincent Hospital COVID patients next week. Please deliver all cards and signs by Friday, 5/15 at 3 

pm. Those that are scheduled to pick up student materials on Tuesday or Wednesday can also hand-off cards to staff 
to be dropped in the tote at that time. 

It is hard for most people to be stuck at home these days and stay socially distant from our loved ones...but it doesn't 
mean you can't stay connected to them! Call, Text, FaceTime, Zoom, Send a Card, etc. to your family and friends to 

check-in on them and let them know you are thinking of them! 

*** Remember to join your grade level School-Wide Projects Google Classroom to submit 

pictures and/or a written summary of your work. *** 

Grade 3 Class code: v5nttnq 

Grade 4 Class code: gwoieh6 

Grade 5 Class code: ppwp3j5 


